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[ paper or conducting plastics of uniform resistivity suitably ac tivated electrically, over which a probe may be selectively moved in contact with the sheet and through which probe a signal may be transferred to an information-indicating unit, is well known in the techniques of plotting electrical ?elds.
Likewise, the use of such a single sheet and a probe through which a signal is transmitted is taught in Poland Pat. No. 3,355,692 disclosing a function generator wherein the func tion F (x,y) is manifested by an electrical potential cor responding to the point at which the probe touches the single sheet and with the probe being moved by servomotors.
Moreover, in Peek U.S. Pat. No. 2,907,824 an electro~ graphic transmitter is shown in which a magnetic stylus manually movable over juxtaposed electrically charged separate windings causes the windings to touch each other and to transmit signals therefrom which correspond to the x and the y coordinates of these windings at the point of such stylus touching. However, in this arrangement the physical move ment of the loose winding toward the tight winding under the in?uence of the magnetic stylus requires elaborate insulation details and careful spacing of many wires per inch to achieve resolution. These, of course, contribute to the high cost of the apparatus.
In contrast, therefore, with such conventional apparatus as above mentioned the present invention employs inexpensive sheets of insulation and of conducting material, together with a simple electrical circuit and a simple probe.
SUMMARY
The invention employs the combination of a pair of conduc tive sheets having a uniform restivity throughout and with these sheets being insulated from each other and juxtaposed so that equipotential lines extending across the respective sheets or orthogonal to each other. Each sheet is an element of a simple electrical circuit and these circuits are ?oating with respect to each other and with respect to ground. Each sheet has extending therefrom an individual conductor, adapted to be connected to an information-indicating unit and through which conductors separate signals may be carried between the sheets and the unit when the sheets are touched by a movable probe.
Among the objects of the invention are the provision of a simple electrical sensor of plane coordinates using inexpensive materials and simple electrical circuitry; the provision of a sensing apparatus which may be readily assembled or disas sembled; this provision of a sensing apparatus which may be readily modified by the addition of inexpensive metallic sheets FIG. 6 is a diagrammatic view illustrating an arrangement of sheets in a fourth form of apparatus.
Referring now to FIG. 1, a single sheet 100 of uniformly conducting material insulated from ground and when pro vided with strip electrodes 11, 12 equally spaced along their length from each other by the distance A and connected to the terminals of a battery 13, may serve for the .\' coordinate infor mation source. Accordingly, the potential at a point P (.r,y) is proportional to x and is independent of y since equipotential lines extend across the sheet for any given x value. The poten tial, therefore, at the point P (x,y) is Vo-l-E Va a and the potential difference Vxy -V0 is If, therefore, the sheet is suitably grounded at P and has a conductor 18 extending from electrode 11 to an information indicating unit, a signal proportional to the potential dif ference
-Va a will be impressed on that unit and may be usefully employed. When the ground is later removed, the sheet, moreover, is again restored to its normally insulated condition.
Also if a second similar sheet 14 (FIG. 2 ) is disposed orthogonally with respect to and insulated from the sheet 10 and ground, and having battery 15 connected to its electrodes 16, 17 , its potential at point P (x,y) will be proportional to y and will be independent of x since it likewise has equipotential lines for any given y value. As will be noted, the two sheets 10 and 14 may be described as ?oating with respect to ground and to each other. As a result when a grounded probe touches each sheet at point P, sheet 10 will be grounded at .r and sheet 14 will be grounded at y causing a signal St to be impressed between conductor 18 and ground, and a separate signal S y to be impressed between conductor 19 and ground. These respective signals, moreover, are proportional to the coor dinate x and to the coordinate y as represented by the single point P.
Passing now to FIG. 3 , one simple form of structure in which the invention may be embodied includes a box-like housing 20 having a ?at upper surface on which the pack of sheets may be spread and with any suitable means (not shown) for detachably holding the juxtaposed sheets in proper posi tion. Conveniently, the batteries may be housed within the structure and the upper surface of the assembly is unob structed in order to permit easy manipulation of the probe 21 which in the form here illustrated is connected to ground by an elongated extensible conductor 22.
Such an assembly includes a sheet 22 of electrical insulating material resting on the upper surface of the housing and sup porting thereabove one of the sheets of conductive material, here illustrated as the sheet 14 for the y coordinates and hav ing its equipotential lines indicated by dotted lines. Resting on the upper surface of sheet 14 is a second sheet 23 of insulating material and resting on this second sheet is the sheet 10 of conducting material providing the at coordinates and also hav ing its equipotential lines indicated by dotted lines. As will be understood, these sheets themselves have no physical indica tion of such equipotential lines and reference is made thereto only in the interest of understanding the invention. Finally, resting upon the sheet 10 and with its respective edge scales (indicated by 1 to 9) suitably positioned with respect to the equipotential lines of sheets 10 and 14 is a chart 24 having data such as indicated by the curve 25 which is to provide the information to be sensed and employed by an information-in dicating unit.
The sheets 10 and 14 may comprise, for example, conduct ing paper Type L resistance 1,500-2,000 ohms per square, Catalogue N o. P-24 available from Sunshine Scienti?c Instru ment Co., Philadelphia, Pa., and the strip electrodes may com prise conducting paint applied to the opposite edges of the 4 sheet with the respective conductors 18, 19 and with the respective leads to the battery terminals being bonded in such paint. Alternately, copper or other conducting bars connected to such conductors and leads may be physically clamped to the sheets, ifso desired.
With the assembly prepared as above described and with the electrodes energized by the batteries and with the conduc~ tors l8, 19 attached to the information-indicating unit, the user then moves the grounded conducting probe 21 to point P and pushes the same into the sheets 10 and 14 whereupon the signals Sx and Sy are then available as direct current potentials measured from the common ground. Probe 21 preferably is a metallic needle which forms a small hole (about 3 mils in diameter) in the sheets and with a commensurate small amount of damage to the punctured sheets, and with the result that a given conductive sheet may be used with as many as 50 or more charts 24 before being replaced.
As will be appreciated, in certain modi?cations the probe it self need not be grounded nor indeed cause puncturing of the sheets. As indicated in FIG. 4 , for example, the assembly of sheets may include a grounded metallic sheet 30 such as alu minum foil, disposed beneath the lower sheet 22 of insulating material and connected by conductor 31 to the information indicating unit 32. In this arrangement the probe 33 may merely comprise a conductive puncturing member mounted on a handle and which when it touches the grounded sheet 30 will thereupon cause the signals Sx and Sy to be applied to the unit 32 due to the simultaneous grounding of sheets 10 and 14 at the point P (x,y).
As shown in FIG. 5 , the principle of the invention may be employed with a structure different from that shown in FIG. 1 and in which one of the sheets, for example sheet 10, is sup ported on the underside of an insulator block 40 and the other conductive sheet 14 is supported on the upper facing side of another insulator block 41. These blocks are spaced from each other at a sufficient distance to accommodate movement of a follower member 42 which is suitably grounded as by con ductor 43. Attached to the member 42 is a pair of grounded contacts 44, 45 adapted to engage the respective sheets 10 and 14 without puncturing the same. Also attached to member 42 is a bracket 46 serving as a handle and having an indicator element 47 adapted to be positioned at the point P (,r,y) over the chart 24 which contains the information to be transposed and which is mounted upon the outer surface of the block 40.
As will be noted, as the indicator element 47 is moved to a spot on chart 24 corresponding to point P (x,y) the contacts 44, 45 follow this movement and since they are grounded the requisite signals Sx and Sy are applied to the unit 32 as above described with respect to the embodiments of FIGS. 3 and 4. Connected to the information-indicating unit 62, which may be the conventional Moseley X-Y plotter, are conductors 59 and 60 respectively extending from sheets 51 and 50 and ap plying the "seek" and the "enable" signals to the plotter. Ac» cordingly, when the grounded probe 21 is positioned above the desired point on a strip chart (not shown) disposed above sheet 10 and corresponding to point P (x,y) and is then moved downwardly into contact with sheet 50 the following events occur.
As the probe passes through the strip chart (not shown) into sheet 10 a signal corresponding to the X coordinate of point P is applied through conductor 18 to the plotter. Then as the probe passes through sheet 14 a signal corresponding to the y coordinate of the point P is applied through conductor 19 to another terminal of the plotter. Internal x and y gains internal to that plotter permit independent rescaling of x and y coor dinates.
By means of the simple circuits shown in FIG. 6 and by suitable adjustment of the sliding contacts of the potentiome ters the operator may establish an arbitrary "zero" on the strip chart to appear at a desired "zero" location on the replotted function. Furthermore, the required "seek" and "enable" commands are applied through the conductors 59 and 60 respectively to the plotter. Thus, the apparatus can easily pro vide for rescaling of either the x or the y values; can make ar bitrary selection of origin of such values; and lends itself to making automatic plot commands to the plotter unit.
As will be understood, the invention is not limited to use with data replotters and the term "information-indicating unit" as used herein is intended to comprehend other forms of conventional apparatus. For example, simple digital voltme ters may be employed for detecting the S): and Sy signals from the assembly of sheets; or such signals may be transmitted to and stored on tape; or such signals may be transferred directly into computers. In addition, the term "probe" as used herein is not limited to a member consciously moved by the operator, but may in fact be a random signal-initiating means as for ex ample a projectile piercing the sheets; a random moving parti cle or object touching the sheets to generate signals; or other grounded or non-grounded object capable of causing the two Sx and Sy signals to be generated.
Having thus described preferred forms of coordinated ap paratus by means of which the invention is practiced, it will be understood that the invention may be embodied in other forms without departing from the scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended claims.
What is claimed is:
1. An electrical sensor of plane coordinates comprising ?rst and second sheets of conductive material spaced from each other and having a uniform resistivity throughout, insulating means separating said sheets, each of said sheets having at tached thereto a pair of electrodes equally spaced from each other across the sheet, said sheets being juxtaposed to provide an indeterminate number of sets of plane coordinates in the form of equipotential lines normal to each other across the respective sheets of conductive material ?rst and second elec trical circuits including the respective conductive sheets ?oat ing with respect to each other and with respect to ground, a pair of conductors extending respectively from one of the electrodes of each conductive sheet and adapted to carry a signal at a potential representative of a selected point on the sheet to which it is attached, and movable probe means for touching each of said sheets at said selected point in order to generate said signals and without altering the spacing between said conductive sheets.
2. A sensor as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said insulating means comprises a sheet of insulating material.
3. A sensor as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said electrical cir cuits include batteries ?oating with respect to each other and with respect to ground.
4. A sensor as defined in claim 1 wherein said probe means comprises a conductive grounded member adapted to punc ture said sheets at the selected point thereon.
5. A sensor as de?ned in claim 1 wherein said probe means comprises a conductive grounded member adapted to touch said sheets at the selected point thereon without puncturing the sheets.
6. An electrical sensor of plane coordinates comprising, ?rst and second sheets of conductive material spaced from each other and having a uniform resistivity throughout, each of said ?rst and second conductive sheets having attached thereto a pair of electrodes equally spaced from each other across the sheet, a ?rst sheet of insulating material separating said ?rst and second sheets of conductive material, said ?rst and second sheets of conductive material being juxtaposed to pro vide an indeterminate number of sets of plane coordinates in the form of equipotential lines normal to each other across the respective sheets of conductive material, ?rst and second elec trical circuits including said conductive sheets and ?oating with respect to each other and with respect to ground, a pair of conductors extending respectively from one of the elec trodes of each conductive sheet and adapted to carry a signal at a potential representative of a selected point on the sheet to which it is attached, a grounded sheet of conductive material, a conductor extending from said grounded sheet and adapted to establish circuits through said pair of electrode-connected conductors, a second sheet of insulating material separating said grounded sheet and said second sheet of conductive material, and movable probe means for touching each of said sheets at the selected point corresponding to the desired coor dinates of said ?rst and second conductive sheets and thereby generating separate signals in each of said pair of conductors and without altering the spacing between said ?rst and second sheets.
7. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 6 wherein said probe means comprises a conductive element adapted to puncture the ?rst and second conductive sheets and to become grounded only upon touching said grounded sheet. and second sheets of conductive material having a uniform re sistivity throughout, each of said ?rst and second conductive sheets having attached thereto a pair of electrodes equally spaced from each other across the sheet, a ?rst sheet of insu lating material separating said ?rst and second sheets of con ductive material, said ?rst and second sheets of conductive material being juxtaposed to provide an indeterminate number of sets of plane coordinates in the form of equipoten tial lines normal to each other across the respective sheet sur faces, ?rst and second electrical circuits including said con ductive sheets and ?oating with respective to each other and with respect to ground, a pair of conductors extending respec tively from one of the electrodes of each conductive sheet and adapted to carry a signal at a potential representative of a selected point on the sheet to which it is attached, third and fourth sheets of conductive material insulated from each other and with the third sheet being insulated from said second con ductive sheet, third and fourth conductors extending respec tively from said third and fourth conductive sheets and adapted to carry signals upon the grounding of said third and fourth sheets, and a movable grounded probe means for touching each of said sheets of conductive material at the selected point corresponding _to the desired coordinates of said ?rst and second conductive sheets thereby to generate separate signals in each of said conductors.
9. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 8 wherein said ?rst and said second electrical circuits include potentiometers adapted to modify the signals carried in the respective ?rst and second circuits. 10. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 8 wherein said third con ductor is adapted to carry a "seek" signal for a plotter mechanism. 1 1. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 8 wherein said fourth con' ductor is adapted to carry an "enable" signal for a plotter mechanism.
12. For use in the electrical sensing of plane coordinates, a sheet of conductive material having a uniform resistivity throughout, a pair of electrodes attached to the sheet and equally spaced from each other to provide equipotential lines extending across the sheet, a conductor attached to one of said electrodes and ?oating with respect to ground for apply' ing a potential across said sheet, and electrically conductive means for puncturing said sheet at a selected point on its sur face thereby to effect the application of an electrical signal through said conductor attached to said one electrode and at a potential representative of the plane coordinate of said selected point on said sheet.
13. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 12 wherein said means for applying a potential across said sheet comprises a battery.
